Access control brings efficiency
to your lifts’ automatic
destination system
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The rise of destination control
for passenger lifts
As the number of new high-rise buildings continues to increase, and existing buildings are modernised, increasingly more
properties have passenger lifts. Many of these lifts are in busy buildings that are shared by several companies and have a high
rate of traffic, so automatic destination systems are becoming popular. They not only improve traffic flow and convenience they
increase security and sustainability too.

Unifying access
control and lift
systems

The downsides of
traditional lifts
Traditional lift systems are wired manually and have no data.
They don’t know how many people are waiting or where each

But how can you take advantage of the valuable benefits

person wants to go or is authorised to go. So you wait for a

offered by an automatic destination system for your lifts

lift, and when you enter it you press the button for the floor

when you also have an access control system? How can

you want.

you streamline your set-up so only one system is managing
authorisations?

There are several disadvantages to this:

This whitepaper looks at how lift systems are modernising,

• Security is low because it’s difficult to limit who goes to
which floors.

and what this means for building owners and the people
using them. It also shows why an access control system that
uses open standards is the key to uniting your access control
and lift system and simplifying authorisation management.

•
•
•
•

Waiting for an empty lift can take a long time.
You have to rush to get to a lift when it arrives.
Lift lobbies and cars are often overcrowded.
You regularly have to stop at lots of floors on each trip.

At best, this causes wasted time, inconvenience and
discomfort for lift users. At worst, it presents a serious
security risk.

The modern approach –
automatic destination systems
Owners of modern buildings are now looking to implement

This means that when you present yourself at the lift

automatic destination systems for their lifts. This involves

lobby or entrance gates the lift system knows your needs

creating a database for the lift system, so it knows the key

straightaway. It knows which floor or floors you’re allowed to

characteristics of each person using the building.

go to and calculates which lift and circumstance is best for
you.

These characteristics include:
If the lift system makes a selection that’s not right for you

• The floor or floors they’re authorised for.
• The home floor they usually travel to.
• Any disability or access requirements such as the doors

– for example you need to go to a different floor from your
home floor – you can select the floor you want. If you’re
authorised to go there, it will take you there instead.

staying open longer or audio announcements to help with
orientation.

• VIP status that allows people to, for example, travel alone
and go direct to their floor.

• Space requirements – for couriers with large loads, for
example, or people using a transport trolley.

• Empty lift needed so people can travel alone if, for example, they may have an infection.

This approach means individual lifts can be assigned to serve
specific floors. And passengers can be allocated to specific
lifts and grouped according to common destination floors.

Valuable commercial benefits from
destination control
Automatic destination systems offer the following three key

It enables you to streamline guest management too and

benefits to lift users, building owners and tenants.

provide a VIP lift service for selected guests and building

Improved security

occupants. When you pre-register a guest you, or the
receptionist, give them a QR code. When they present this
QR code at the reader, the lift system knows where they need

In today’s buildings, there’s a growing need for a stronger

to go (and where they’re authorised for) and if they have any

focus on security. It’s important to be able to control who

special needs or a VIP status.

goes where and when, so people are only allowed to go to the
floors they’re authorised for.

Improved sustainability

Improved convenience

This style of lift management reduces the use of energy as
lift journeys are more efficient. It minimises energy costs for

As the system chooses which lift is best for you, it takes the

the building owner and is better for the environment. This, in

guesswork out of choosing which lift to take or hurrying to

turn, helps the building to achieve sustainability goals such

catch one while it’s free. Passengers travel much faster as

as BREEAM and LEED certification, which is attractive to

waiting time is minimised and lift journeys have fewer stops.

tenants.

This approach also prevents lifts becoming overcrowded
and supports people with specific needs such as those with
disabilities or couriers with large loads.

Keeping
authorisation
management in
one place

Open standards
are the key to
integration

For an automatic destination system to operate, it’s crucial

Unfortunately, some access control systems don’t enable

your lift system can use identifiers to recognise people. The

integrations with other systems. Or they offer very fixed

same is true for your access control system. It needs to rec-

integration that may not meet your needs. AEOS access

ognise people to know whether they’re authorised to enter

control, on the other hand, can easily integrate with lift

the building and where they’re authorised to go within it.

systems using automatic destination control because its
architecture is based on open standards.

The problem is, you need to be able to manage authorisations
for access in just one place. Otherwise, you have to enter

This means you can use AEOS to manage the authorisations

and update information in two places. This not only wastes a

and special provisions previously managed by your lift

lot of time when you have tens or hundreds of guests a day,

system. It can control who has access to which lift lobby,

it can lead to inconsistencies that cause inconvenience and

which lift they take and the floors they travel to.

security risks.
So how can your access control system work in unison
with your lift system? The answer is by integrating the two
systems. Then your access control system can take charge of
authorisations instead of your lift system.

The integration of access and
destination control in action
Let’s see how this unified system works in practice.

The unified systems are easy to use

People are easy to register

When the new employee arrives at the building, they present
their badge (or a different identifier) to the reader mounted

A new employee has just been hired and the HR manager

on the entrance turnstile. AEOS records this event and tells

creates their profile in the AEOS access control system. They

the lift system this employee has arrived.

choose an appropriate authorisation template and, thanks to
integration with the lift system, can specify this employee’s

The lift system then has the employee’s carrier number

call type – for example VIP or extra space needed. They can

and the terminal number where the badge is presented.

also state the employee’s home floor and any other floors

Based on this information, and the corresponding details

they’re allowed to go to. And they can select any special

in its database, the lift system knows where this employee

needs for this employee such as disability access that

is travelling to (or will usually travel to) and other relevant

requires audio announcements or lift doors to stay open

characteristics. It tells the employee which lift to take (and

longer.

in which lift lobby), while AEOS allows them to move through
the turnstile.

AEOS sends this information to the lift system where a
synchronised profile is created for them, and the HR manager

If the employee needs reminding which lift to take when

produces a badge or alternative identifier for the employee.

they arrive at the lift lobby, they can show their identifier

Everything’s ready to go.

to a reader there. And if they need to go to a different floor
– for example to visit HR before getting started – they can
manually select the floor they need.
It’s very easy and efficient for everybody involved.

Want to talk about the practicalities of integrating access and
destination control in your building? We’d love to hear from you.
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